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Lindfield Rotary Fun Run 10km 6 April 2014 

     
Pos Name (#) Time Categ (Pos) Gender (Pos) 

1 Charlie BROOKS (698) 0:36:53 Open  (1) Male  (1) 

139 Kerry HOPE (699) 0:51:50 40-49  (14) Female  (37) 

163 Heiko SCHAEFER (155) 0:52:59 70+  (1) Male  (119) 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Audrey Amiya-Hall and Charlie Brooks 
 1st place Male and female  
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Newcastle Running Festival 6 April 2014 
 

Marathon 
      

# 
Trotter 

No 
Name 

Finish 
Time 

Gen G/Place Div D/Pl 

16 690 
THOMAS 

ROBERTSON 
3:14:51 M 16 M 18-29 3 

35 773 
JASON 

KIRKSMITH 
3:27:31 M 30 M 30-39 12 

57 874 
LUCY 

FRANCICA 
DEBUT 

3:35:53 F 14 F 18-29 5 

163 366 
WAYNE 
EVANS 

4:13:25 M 116 M 60-69 3 

172 505 
GREG 

BROWN 
4:17:31 M 121 M 50-59 8 

        
Half Marathon 

      

# 
Trotter 

No 
Name 

Finish 
Time 

Gen G/Place Div D/Pl 

9 837 
MEL 

MCDONALD 
1:26:53 F 3 

Overall 
Female 

3 

103 804 
MARTIN 
AYRES 

1:46:29 M 88 M 50-59 12 

        
10K 

       

# 
Trotter 

No 
Name 

Finish 
Time 

Gen G/Place Div D/Pl 

45 173 
MICHAEL 
RANDELL 

0:43:03 M 42 M 50-59 2 

71 813 
GRAHAM 

LAWS 
0:44:33 M 67 M 40-49 12 
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I first heard rumours of this race last September, once the details had been revealed it 
was obvious it wasn't going to be any ordinary trail event. An Australian Sky Running 
race with Sean Greenhill as race director, this meant a few things: the course would be 
suitably tough, the organisation would be slick, it would draw some of the best trail 
runners to the start line, and most importantly it would be a weekend not to forget.  
 
I was lucky enough to have run the entire course over a few days in January and knew 
this would be an ace up the sleeve come race day. My weekend started in a plane 
10,000ft above the Hume Hwy after winning a 
competition that included flights down to Albury.  
 
The base for events was Bright, Victoria. If you 
haven't been down that way it’s worth a visit. 
Beautiful valley town on a river wedged between 
some of Australia's tallest and finest peaks (Buffalo, 
Feathertop & Hotham). The 75km ultra was on the 
Saturday and marathon on Sunday. The town was 
buzzing with energy and anticipation on Friday 
night. A Q&A session with some of the stars of the 
event, including Dakota Jones (USA) and Anna 
Frost (NZ), did nothing for the nerves of those that 
were new to trail running. When Anna Frost says 
it's one of the most brutal courses she's seen, 
people get worried. There was a flurry of late entry 
changes, some freaking out and down grading to 
the marathon. Others keen to party Sat night and 
going all in for the Ultra.   
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At 6:30am the Ultra started with the clang of a cowbell, a noise that would echo around 
the valley the whole weekend. An eerie chain of lights floated up the first climb, Mystic 
Mountain. This ½hr ascent was the entrée for bigger climbs to come. The descent to 
the first aid station can only be described as suicidal, the now infamous Mick's Track is 
steep, and I mean stupid steep. Pretty much, 1km straight down, now I love technical 
downhill but this section is something else. So much so I’d bought some fingerless 
gloves the night before suspecting I’d hit the deck a few times - I did.  
 

Next up was the masochistic Clearspot. Over 2km and much steeper than anything Six 
Foot throws at you. This race was further than anything I'd attempted before and the 
plan was to take it nice and easy to the second peak. After rolling over the summit I 
opened up a little leaving a couple of mates I'd been running with. From this point on it 
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was more than 5hrs before I was running with someone else again. I cruised through 
the only flattish section of the course and was up and over Keating Ridge in 2½ hours. 
This got me to the base of Mt Buffalo and a welcoming cacophony of bell ringing at the 
major checkpoint, I swapped out my soft water bottles and grabbed another gel flask.  
From here it was 10km up 'The Big Walk' to the top of the imposing granite massif, I 
grabbed a nice looking stick and started the walk, the grade decreases the further you 
climb and after a couple of kms of run/walk (mostly walk), I ditched the stick and 
started the grinding run to the top. Plenty of spectators (and more ringing bells) at the 
Chalet checkpoint greeted runners on the summit and I was quickly in and out onto the 
7km lollipop at the top. This is where I saw Dakota Jones breeze past in the opposite 
direction. This guy can really run, and he makes it look so easy. He was almost an 
hour ahead of me already, great to be in a race with one of the best in the world. I was 
amazed that Ben Duffus and Blake Hose were not too far behind him, these young 
guys looked comfortable but it was a gamble trying to hang on to Dakota.   
 
The half-way point of the race is marked by Chalwells Galleries, it’s a section that 
requires negotiating a tight cave and rock fissure. Good fun and unique terrain for a 
race. I got back to the Chalet a bit over 5 hours into the race, I had figured that it would 
be the same again timewise to the finish. I'd been looking forward to The Big Walk 
descent and had hoped to use this to make time up on those in front, it wasn't to be. I'd 
been bothered by a tight groin for a month and it was just enough to make this part of 
the course tough. Instead of a fast cruisy descent back to the valley, it was a slow 
painful hour with little enjoyment. At one point Andy Lee blew past me after a quick 
chat to say he'd gone slightly off course.  
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After refueling at Eurobin I headed back over Keatings Ridge again, feeling much 
better after munching on some cold juicy watermelon. Looking at the watch, I did some 
calculations and a sub-10hr finish seemed possible if I got hurry on. An hour of solid 
running later and I could see Andy Lee in the distance, the minutes ticked by and I 
slowly reeled him back in at the base of an enormous climb (Warner’s Wall). Finally 
some company after hours of solo running, Andy is one of the nicest blokes in trail 
running and the ascent was easier with someone to talk to. On the way up the wall I 
noticed a rock covered in blood, some poor bloke must have had a huge stack on the 
way down. At some point I pulled away and was up and over Clearspot, the 2km 
descent was another low point; super steep, loose rocks, cramps and the realisation 
that the 10 hour mark was drifting away. I put the gloves back on as some sections 
were quicker to slide down backwards on your feet and hands; it must have looked 
ridiculous. 
I didn't realise it at the time, but as I passed through the final aid station Ben and Blake 
were on the ground. They'd pushed each other to the limit and then some, dropping 
with 7km to go. Ben had practically passed out, and Blake could no longer stand. 
They’d rolled the dice and crapped out in this race, but full credit to them - it was 
daylight behind them when they pulled out. It was an absolute suffer-fest back up 
Mick’s Track, I probably would have sat down and just closed my eyes if it wasn't for 
Andy Lee going through his own pain below but gaining. As I dropped into the single 
track that led back to town I was smiling, the legs felt miraculously fresh and I was 
moving fast enough to hold my position. I crossed the line in 10:13 and 9th place, 
relieved to have survived and stoked to make the top 10. 
 
The social aspect of this weekend is a big draw card, plenty of time was spent at the 
Bright Brewery and Café Velo. I also did my fair share of cow bell ringing and cheering 
on the Marathon runners the next day. There is no question this race will become a 
classic; I’ll be heading back next year for sure.  
 

 Photos courtesy of Mark Lee, Buffalo Stampede Facebook page, Aurora Images 

Skyrunning®– The discipline of mountain running up to or exceeding 2000m, where 
the incline exceeds 30% and where the climbing difficulty does not exceed 11° 
grade. 
SkyMarathon® – Races within a minimum of 2000m total elevation gain and 
between 30km to 42km in distance. The course may be over paths, trails, rock etc (a 
limit of <15% on paved or tarred surfaces) and may reach or exceed 3500m. 
Ultra-SkyMarathon® – Races that exceed the parameters of a SkyMarathon by 
more then 5%. 
 

Ref: http://skyrunninganz.com/what-is-skyrunning/ 
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Buffalo Stampede 5/6 April 2014  Bright,Victoria 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Buffalo Stampede Ultra - 75km 

Position Bib Name KOM 1 KOM2 KOM3 Time 

9 318 Mark 
 LEE 

31:26 29:02 1:32:12 10:13:23 

28 346 Darren 
MCCLELLAN 

33:01 31:42 1:48:36 11:34:43 

 

Buffalo Stampede Marathon – 42km 

Position Bib Name  KOM3 Time 

14 378 Michael  
MILES 

1:29:18 5:13:56 

25 489 Melissa 
ROBERTSON 

1:46:59 5:48:30 

 
Course gpx: http://bit.ly/RccMvJ 

http://bit.ly/RccMvJ
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SKYRUNNERS: Melissa Robertson, Mark Lee, Darren McClellan, Michael Miles 
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Female Athlete of the Month 

 
Melissa Robertson 

 
Six Foot Track 

 8 Mar 14, 04:26:18 
 
 

Male Athlete of the Month 

Mark Lee 

 Six Foot Track 
8 Mar 14, 03:37:28, 6th Male 

 
 

Club Persons of the Month 

Detta O’Dwyer 

 For successfully taking over  
supervision  

of the Flat 10km Time Trial 
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TROTTERS TRAIL RUNS 
 

 

Trail runs 
along the 

Great North 

Walk. 
 

 

 

Sunday, 25 May 2014 
 

WAKEFIELD TO CONGEWAI 

 (30KM OR 40KM) 

 

Trotters will organise a bus to and from the runs 

which are only open to Trotters 

 

More information available at 
http://www.terrigaltrotters.com.au/Trail_Runs/Program.pdf 

 

Sign up at Saturday morning Trotters  OR 

 Contact Dave Byrnes for further details 

http://www.terrigaltrotters.com.au/Trail_Runs/Program.pdf
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Shaz’s Book Review 
 

Eat and Run – My Unlikely Journey To 
UltraMarathon Greatness  - by Scott Jurek 
 

Shaz’s Rating  
(4 out of 5)  
 

Who should read this book? 
1. Anybody interested in ultra marathons 
2. Anybody who wonders “Why on earth would somebody 
want to run an ultra marathon?” 

 

Overview 
Scott Jurek is a legend in the Ultra Marathon world. 
Currently holding   the record for winning the Western 
States 100mile seven consecutive times, his other 
notable achievements include: 

 Multiple winner of the 153mile historic Spartathlon 

 Winner of the 135mile Badwater 

 Winner (and course record holder) of 
Hardrock100mile 

 Current US 24hour record (on all surfaces), 
achieving 266.01km 

 
He begins his story in his childhood, 
where he explains his role in assisting 
his mother with MS, whilst his father 
held down multiple jobs to provide for 
the family. 
There was nothing eventful about his 
running in his youth (in fact he was 
more interested in skiing), however he 
admits, later in life, that there were 
various choices he made when 
growing up that were valuable in both 

his character building and physical running fitness and he attributes these values to his 
ultra marathon success. 
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Threaded through the story is Scott’s nutrition advice. Raised in the country, enjoying 
meat and dairy, he is now a vegan and is quite rational in his explanation as to how he 
made a paradigm shift to animal free produce. He also includes a variety of recipes 
throughout the book, typically at the end of each chapter. 
 
The book is a great read, and, if anybody could convince 
me to go vegan, Scott would be right up there. He 
doesn’t push his beliefs down anybody’s throat, in fact he 
is very pragmatic in his discussions, explaining that his 
road to becoming a vegan in the beginning usually 
involved a few Maccas burgers each week to 
complement his vegetarian diet.  
 
At one stage he tried raw vegan, but found it was not a 
practical solution as food preparation took up too much 
time.  
 
Scott weaves an interesting story, not only focusing on a personal biography but also 
giving an interesting perspective to some fantastic ultra marathons and the underlying 
reasons why people run them. He sums up the euphoria, pain, comradeship and self-
growth that ultra runners experience in every race, regardless of whether they win, 
finish, or DNF.   
 
The book also provides an interesting read on other athletes Scott has met (or knows 
of!), as well as some historical depth into some of the world’s most renowned ultra 
marathons.   
 
He also has no hesitation in explaining some of the tricks of ultra racing, including 
turning off your headlamp when you realise a competitor is not far behind during the 
night, just so they have absolutely NO idea how far ahead you are.  
 

Where to buy it 
The book is available as an e-book (about $10 from Amazon), which is how I 
purchased it. It is also available in paperback (quite a bit more than $10!).      
 

 
Sharon Byrnes # 546 
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Australian Running Festival  12-13 April 2014 

Ultra Marathon 
      

Place 
Trotter 

# 
Name 

Net 
Time 

Gen G/Pl 
Divisio

n 
D/Pl 

43 130 KEVIN BYRNE 4:12:45 M 36 M30-39 18 

101 838 CIARAN LYNCH 4:45:06 M 81 M30-39 35 

        Marathon 
      

Place 
Trotter 

# 
Name 

Net 
Time 

Gen G/Pl Div D/Pl 

32 658 MARK DUNLOP 3:03:00 M 29 M40-49 6 

66 654 JAMES MORAN 3:09:59 M 59 M40-49 17 

372 886 
WARWICK 

WHITMORE 
DEBUT 

3:43:40 M 311 M20-29 46 

394 576 STEVEN GUEST 3:44:56 M 330 M50-59 32 

570 483 GRAHAM RIDLEY 3:59:03 M 454 M50-59 48 

752 898 
OLIVER 

WARSCHKOW 
4:14:21 M 572 M40-49 179 

718 808 GRAHAM FOWLER 4:12:05 M 550 M50-59 69 

        
Half Marathon 

      

Place 
Trotter 

# 
Name 

Net 
Time 

Gen G/Pl Div D/Pl 

84 638 JOSEPH ROLELLA 1:29:25 M 76 M40-49 18 

414 65 BRUCE RENWICK 1:43:33 M 329 M60-69 5 

1957 776 MELANIE THOMAS 2:25:27 F 962 F30-39 355 

        
10k 

       

Place 
Trotter 

# 
Name 

Net 
Time 

Gen G/Pl Div D/Pl 

216 639 DEIRDRE MORAN 0:49:08 F 47 F40-49 10 
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Canberra Marathon – April 13th 2014 
 

Canberra 2014 was my first 
marathon, in fact due to an injury 
plagued preparation, it was the first 
time I’d run more than 22km – 
needless to say this was a massive 
venture into the unknown. 

 
I chatted to a lot of people in order to 
work out exactly what I was getting 
myself in to and from those 
conversations I came to understand 
two things; Canberra is pretty flat 
and the run really begins at the 30km 
mark. Both (for me) were wrong! 
 
For anyone, not just a first marathoner, Canberra is a great course solely for the 
environment and landmarks that you get to run past. We began at the steps of 
Old Parliament House and the first two kilometres took us up the hill and 
around Parliament House before heading out onto the Canberra roads and 
eventually past the Australian War Memorial at about the 13km mark of the 
race. Heading along Lake Burley Griffin in the early stages of the run also 
provided some home comforts as the sun rose over a glistening body of water. 
 
After hitting the 10 kilometre check-point I actually found things to become a 
little boring and not so much due to the course route but rather because the 
idea began to sink in that what I’d done so far seemed a little pointless and 
miniscule compared to the 30-odd kilometres that were left to run… the mind 
games were already beginning. Is that a blister forming? Just a little tight, or 
torn? Why has this man not bought new compression tights? (I could see more 
of a man’s buttocks than I felt comfortable with at around the 16km mark). 
 
But on we plodded, ticking off each kilometre as it came and went, making 
conversation with strangers and awkwardly trying to drink from small cups while 
on the move (there’s a viral YouTube clip in that if anyone has the time to 
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produce it). We ran along some of Canberra’s major roads before breaking out 
of the urban environment and getting a bit rural before heading back in towards 
Yarralumla. 
 
This was the inaugural year on Canberra’s new one-loop course and I have 
some news for all those that said, “Oh, Canberra’s great, nice and flat, you’ll 
love it” – I felt like I was doing the Hastings Rd rollers! Ok, maybe not that hilly 
but it certainly wasn’t flat. 

 
But I digress, we hit the 30km check-point and I waited with anticipation for the 
“run to begin”… it didn’t. 32km, 33km, nothing. I was fine. “Maybe I’ve become 
superhuman, perhaps I no longer recognise fatigue?” Then at the 35km mark I 
came to a very real and very stiff realisation of my mortality. This was the ‘wall’ 
that so many had mentioned to me and I hit it in a big way. We had to run past 
the turnoff to what would be the last few kilometres in order to head down 
closer to the water at Yarralumla before looping back and 35km-40km was a 
massive test of mental and physical toughness. But like most men, the 
promised provision of chicken parmigiana and cold beer for the completion of a 
task was enough to get me through. 
 
The final 2 kilometres weren’t too bad as I tagged onto a trio of runners which 
really helped to drag me along and then with 500m left and the finish line in 
sight it was time to get rid of whatever, if anything, was left in the tank. 
 
To cross the finish line for my first marathon was a fantastic feeling of 
achievement, a banana had never tasted so good, and whereas sitting on a 
pinecone would normally be an uncomfortable inconvenience, my legs were 
just happy to be horizontal. The finish-area is also an interesting foresight into 
what the retirement home on calisthenics day probably looks like. 
 
All in all it was a good course, a great experience and something that I would 
and will recommend to anyone who has a goal to one day run a marathon. So 
here’s to many Trotter’s runs to come (couldn’t have done it without everyone’s 
support), an injury-free winter and the Gold Coast on July 6th! 

 
Warwick Whitmore # 886 
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Stawell Gift 18-21 April 2014 
Victory Restricted Handicap – 1600m FINAL  

RESULT PLACE NAME LANE H’CAP ADJ TIME 

3 Completed Charlie Brooks 7 195.00 4:4.110 

 
  

Stawell Times News Grampians Frontmarkers-3200m FINAL  
RESULT PLACE NAME LANE H’CAP ADJ TIME 

1 Completed Charlie Brooks 4 80.00 9:55.508 

 
The Australia Post Stawell Gift is an 
icon of Australian sport and has 
been held in all but four years since 
1878. It is one of the world’s most 
famous and prestigious foot races 
across distances from 70m to 
3200m. 
 
 I am now one of those winners!! 
  
On Friday I ran the Frontmarks Mile 
1600m. I was off 195m from the start 
and the winner who beat me was 
175m and only beat me by 10m. My 
time was 4.04 off my mark. 
 
 On Monday it was the 3200m. We 
started the race and when we got 
around 1600m I passed one of the 

favourites to lead at this stage. I had one guy holding on behind me. I was worried at 
that time, then we got to the last lap. I tried to make a move and tried to speed up but 
he stuck on to me all the way to the last 100m. Arron Downes and I were fighting all 
the way down to the finish. He would try and pass, then I would find a bit of energy and 
it went on like that all the way to the finish. I finished the race and I was full of 
excitement that I’d won a race at the Stawell Gift. A few seconds after I finished I saw 
Johno Glasson (my coach) he was very excited as well as this has been a long term 
goal for both of us.                                                 

  Charlie Brooks #660 
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Trotter Talk… 
 
With Trotter #486 
Jo Ridley 
 
 

Occupation: Optical Dispenser 
 
 
Why Do You Run? For health, fitness, to keep the weight 
down (not succeedding at the mo!!) & for the fun & 
camaraderie of being a Terrigal Trotter.  
 
How Long Have You Been Running? 1996/1997 trained 
for the London Marathon from scratch 
 
What Is Your Favourite Trotters Run? When Fit, 
Kincumber Mtn, when unfit, the shortest flattest one.   
 
What Is Your Favourite Brand Of Shoe? On (yes ON) ask 
Charlie 
 
Briefly, What Does Your Current Training Week Look 
Like? 2 runs @ approx 10k’s, 1 Thursday am track session 
with Dave B, Trotters Sat am run & 1 long bush run approx 
30k’s  
 
In One Word How Would You Describe Yourself? 
Friendly 
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What Is Your Favourite Running Moment/Achievement? 
First Marathon (London) so emotional as I had watched it on 
Tele for years, watched Graham run it for years, and no way 
did I think I could ever do it,  wow what a feeling.  
 
What Are Your Running Goals For 2014?  To get my 
fitness up & run a decent marathon time, maybe at South 
West Rocks??? 
 
What Would Be Your : 
 

1. Dream Run: GNW 100miles  
 

2. Dream Running Destination: Patonga!! 
 

3 Dream Person To Run With: My wonderful hubby 
Graham, to be able to run together & chat along the 
way (supposing I could get a word in) both feeling fit 
& fantastic (Like that’s ever gonna happen!!!) 

 
Any other comments: We moved 
to Terrigal just to be closer for 
Terrigal Trotters, that’s got to be a 
testament to what a fantastic 
Running Club this is (or is it that 
we just wanted 20 mins extra lie in 
on a Sat am)  Thanks to Kev 
Andrews & all the original 
pioneers, you must be very proud 
of yourselves!! 
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Welcome to Walkers corner.  

If you have any news, events, reports, photos please submit them 
to yondisresults@gmail.com 

 

Wednesday Walking Group 
We leave the Terrigal car park at 5:45am 

Duration about 1 hour 
Everyone is welcome

 
First Friday Walkers 

Our next First Friday Walk will start at Bambara Rd Kariong.  
Meet there at 9.30 May 2nd.  

 
There is no signage for this gravel road, but there is a clearing & a gate 
on the left-hand side of Woy Woy Rd, within 2 kms of the intersection 
with the Pacific Hwy & Woy Woy Rd.  
At the end of the clearing is a large sign that warns of a crash zone for 
the next few kilometres. If you pass this sign you’ve gone too far & if 
you pass Staples Lookout further down the road on the left you’ve 
definitely gone too far!  
The walk will be about 5 kms along dirt fire trails & should be easy. We 
may also drive along afterwards to look at the Bulgandry Man rock art. 
 BYO snack/sandwich & we’ll have a cuppa at The Waterfall Cafe 
afterwards. 
 

mailto:yondisresults@gmail.com
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Watsons Bay to Bondi Walk 
I have been keen to join the First Friday Walkers on a walk but 
unfortunately the first Friday does not fit in with the rest of 
my commitments. So when I heard of the planned Good Friday walk 
to a mystery destination I jumped at the chance.  

 
Five of us met at Gosford 
Station for the train trip to 
Sydney. The weather was 
stunning, we couldn’t have 
asked for anything more. We 
caught the ferry from Circular 
Key to Watsons Bay and after a 
brief morning tea we headed 
off.  
 

There were many others on the 
path enjoying the day. The 
walk followed the coast and en 
route we encountered of 
historic landmarks, 
lighthouses and various eras 
of architecture. 

 
 

We arrived in Bondi to enjoy a stunning view and a very busy 
beach scene. After some lunch and refreshments in a Bondi café 
we caught the bus to Bondi Junction for the trip home.

 
Thank you First Friday Walkers for your great company and a 

very enjoyable day out.  Yondi #718 
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Trotter 
Talk… 
With Trotter  

 # 862 

Adam Couchman 
 
 

 

Occupation: 

Salvation Army Officer  

 

Why Do You Run? Time to think, I love the challenge, to 

provbe to myself (more than anyone) that Diabetes is no 

excuse for laziness. 

 

How Long Have You Been Running? Since January 2012 

 

What Is Your Favourite Trotters Run? Dave’s Damn Run 

What Is Your Favourite Brand Of Shoe? Mizuno 

 

Briefly, What Does Your Current Training Week Look Like? At 

the moment I’m just coming back from injury so I run a 

tempo on Tuesdays, track with Dave on Thursday mornings 

and Saturday morning Trotters run. I’m just starting to build 

up distances again now which is great. 

 

In One Word How Would You Describe Yourself? Dreamer 
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What Is Your Favourite Running Moment/Achievement? There 

are two times I set a significant goal and hit them. The first 

was the first official run I’d ever entered, the Sutherland to 

Surf in 2012. I wanted to complete that 11.2km run in under 

an hour and I did it in 59:11. When I entered I’d never run 

more than 5km. The second was going under 50:00mins in 

the 10km for the first time (49:58). I did this at a Trotters 

Time Trial last year so it was great to share this moment with 

running friends who understood the significance of it. Both of 

those memories still motivate me to set big goals that seem 

outrageous when making them. 

 

What Are Your Running Goals For 2014? I want to qualify for 

the Super Seven. I’m nowhere near fast enough to bother 

anyone at the top of the table, but to say I’ve completed the 

seven runs necessary will be an achievement for me. I just 

have one more to go and the Sydney 10km in Homebush in 

May will be it. I also want to crack 4:00hrs in the Sydney 

marathon in September.  

 

What Would Be Your : 

 

1. Dream Run London Marathon 

 

2. Dream Running Destination  I’d love to run on every 

continent by the time I die. 

 

3. Dream Person To Run With  The front of the pack at 

Trotters (told you I was a dreamer!) 
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Name 2-Apr-14 9-Apr-14 16-Apr-14 23-Apr-14 
Julian Hanson 23.10   22.55 

Charlie Brooks 26.53    

Greg Tegart  31.35 37.45 37.59 

Tim Ricardo  33.21 32.30  

Mike Randell 24.08 24.21  24.16 

Wayne Dayley   25.00 24.05 

Adrian Smith 28.02 27.18 27.15 26.55 

Bek Pearce  29.30   

Ian Morgan   29.25 29.15 

Kerry Hope 17.24 (3 laps)   28.47 

Leanne Emms 29.15    
Justin O’Malley Jones  29.33   

Steven Gray 29.58 29.33   

Suzy Woodbury 17.24 (3 laps)    

Ian Temblett  23.55   

Shane McKinnon 25.52 25.13   

Bernie Pannell 27.19 (4 laps)  29.00 (4 laps)  

Zoe Barrale 12.44 ( 2 laps)  12.18 (2 Laps) 12.38 (2 Laps) 

Ben Ricardo 30.30 31.47 30.02  

Ben O’Dea  32.24 31.04 31.33 

Mark McKay   25.56 (4 Laps) 19.07(3 Laps) 

Nicole Wain 36.56    

Jodie Cuthbert 22.20 (3 laps)    

Kimberly Tegart 42.29 38.22 37.45 37.59 

Claire Hallett 34.35 36.36  35.57 

Sabine Byrne 19.29 (3 laps) 26.23 (4Laps)   

Leah Widowson  18.59 (3 laps) 12.15(2 Laps)  

Gus   25.45 25.43 

Skylah Townsend 20.46 (3 laps)    

Sybella McKay   25.55 (4 Laps) 19.06 (3 Laps) 

Lydia McKay    16.43 (3 Laps)  
Connor Widowson  18.59 (3 laps) 12.15(2 Laps)  

Emma Mason  25.20 25.14  

Daniel Hope 10.54 (2 laps)  11.06 (2 Laps) 10.38 (2 Laps) 

Vivki Townsend 21.08 (3 laps)    

Brooke Ullrich  32.57   
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Nicole Wain 36.56   29.12 (4 Laps) 

Eden Hallet 34.55 36.36  35.57 

Hot Laps  

I am introducing the kids HOT LAP to the 6@6. It is an 800m loop which follows 
the footpath around the oval. There will be no roads to cross and a lot safer for 
the kids as I will be able to view most of the loop  

                               Suzy Woodbury  # 676 

800m 2-Apr-14  9-Apr-14 16-Apr-14 23-Apr-14 

Name Time Laps Time Laps Time Laps Time Laps 

Tristan Byrne 13.35 3 14.50 3   12.28 3 

Talah Pearce   9.35 1     

Ronan Hope 19.22 3   11.24 2 10.44 2 

Killian Byrne 10.35 2 5.25 1   6.16 1 
Sienna Hope     19.06 3 16.57 3 

Isaac Luther 26.54 5       

Jonnie Luther 11.05 2       

Grace Luther 5.22 1       

Olivia Luther 11.05 2       

Vince Markey 12.35  12.35 3 16.20  4 16.39 4 

Mirella Markey   11.03 2 11.50 2 12.33 2 

Ebony McKinnon 10.55 2       

Micah Ricardo 9.02 2 10.18 2 10.24 2   

Caleb Ricardo 4.00 1 10.02 2 5.2 1   
Josh Ricardo   9.45 2 9.02 2   

Gai Hii 5.25 1       
Greta Barrale     19.07 3 17.01 3 

Abbey Gus     8.30 2 9.38 2 

Hallie Widowson     4.40 1   

PARENTS 
YOU MUST SUPERVISE YOUR CHILDREN AT ALL TIMES!! 

 YOU MUST RUN WITH YOUR CHILD 
 IF UNDER THE AGE OF 8yrs 
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Glow Worm Tunnel Marathon by Ciarán Lynch #838 
 
Part 1 - Training Camp Weekend 

 
With the popularity of 
trail running showing 
no sign of abating 
training camp 
weekends focusing 
on specific events 
are becoming more 
common. The Glow 
Worm Tunnel 
Marathon (GWTM) 
weekend, which 
takes place in mid-
June, ran such a 
camp in mid -March 
this year. Hosted by 2 of the best trail running talents Australia has to offer – Jo 
Brischetto and Brendan Davies.  
 
The camp was billed as a weekend of “fun running designed to build confidence and 
leave you with a true feel for the challenging and spectacular Glow Worm Tunnel 
course!” I was not disappointed. 
 
GWTM takes place in Newnes, located in the south-west of Wollemi National Park, 
about 40mins drive outside Lithgow. It is a stunning location on the edge of the largest 
wilderness area in NSW and also has a rich industrial past, slowly being swallowed up 
by the bush.  
 
We all met outside the Newnes Hotel at 10am on the Saturday morning. The hotel 
dates from 1903 and is the only intact building left from the once bustling town of 
Newnes. Alas it is the quintessential ‘pub with no beer’ – no longer licenced. After a 
meet, greet and introduction we all took off on a run around the industrial ruins. It was 
a relaxing 7km run and a great way to get to know the hosts and fellow campers. There 
were 11 in total on the camp which included Jo and Brendan. 6 ladies and 5 men. 
Great to see a good number of female runners getting involved. 
 

Mystery Mountain 
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After the ruins run Jo and Brendan 
ran a very informative nutrition and 
hydration session. They provided 
some great tips and strategies for 
how to stay fueled and hydrated 
during long trail runs. These runners 
have a wealth of knowledge and 
experience. No question was too 
small or too big for them to answer 
and they were more than happy to 
impart their knowledge on us. 
 

A hearty and nutritious lunch followed, prepared by Mel from Mountain Sports, the 
organizers of the GWTM. Mel and Sean, also from Mountain Sports, were on hand all 
weekend preparing the food, getting to know us campers and generally just hanging 
out. Their love for the area and the GWTM is infectious. 
 
After lunch Brendan took us through a ‘pose running’ session. It’s an efficient style of 
running that he employs to great success. The principles of pose running are that 
running should be easy, effortless, smooth and flowing. Hard to master as first. 
Definitely something to work on in the next few months. 
After this is was on with the trail running gear and off to tackle the half marathon 
course, which is also the 2nd half of the marathon course – an out and back taking in 
the Glow Worm tunnel. The route follows the old railway line embankment for about 
11km before reaching the tunnel. This part of the run is deceptive as the gradient is 
very subtle. It does not look like you are going uphill but it sure does feel like it. The 
embankment has given way in places so there are a few large ‘dips’ to tackle. Along 
the way there were plenty of stops to work specific on parts of the trail – how best to 
run up and down steps, running uphill, racing downhill, correct running posture. Jo and 
Brendan were full of encouragement and advice all weekend. I for one hold these 
runners on a pedestal for the things they have done and the results they have 
achieved. I used to think when I saw them at events that they were untouchable, 
unapproachable superstars. Yes they are talented athletes but what I learnt on this 
camp is that they are just everyday people, with everyday jobs, friendly as and just as 
keen to get to know me as I was of them. This is what I love about the trail running 
scene. Supportive, Friendly, Inclusive. 
 

Newnes ruins 
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The Glow Worm Tunnel is 
the jewel in the crown of 
the course. You reach it at 
31km in the marathon and 
10km in the half. Blasted 
out of the sandstone to 
make way for the Newnes 
railway is has since been 
colonized by thousands of 
glow worms. During the 
race last year I didn’t stop 
to look at the worms, even 
though everyone has to 
walk through the tunnel. 
This year the worms were 
a sight to behold.  

 
After the tunnel there is a tough climb followed by a long, winding, fast downhill fire trail 
section. Brendan held a great downhill running training session on this section. I for 
one am no fearless descender. However Brendan had some great tips and advice for 
this which I was able to employ immediately to great effect. I flew down the next 2kms 
of downhill. Yay! 
We retraced our steps back to 
camp and had a much needed 
soak in the river before dinner. 
Another nutritious feed, a few 
beers and trail running talk 
rounded out a great first day of 
the camp.  
 
We arose at 5:30 for the steep 
ascent of Mystery Mountain, a 
340m or thereabouts climb, with 
the intention of catching the 
sunrise. This is one gut-busting 
hike, especially towards the top 
where it is more a vertical rock scramble. 
 The views from the top make it worth the effort.  

 

Running campers with teachers 
– Entry to Glow Worm Tunnel 

Dawn summit of Mystery Mountain 
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On return to camp a scrumptious brekkie was awaiting us. Time to fuel up for the run 
up Pipeline Pass. After gorging ourselves and listening to a trail running gear session it 
was on with said gear and off to tackle pipeline pass, the first half of the marathon 
course. This is the toughest part of the marathon course, thankfully at the beginning 
and not the end. The route took us along the Wolgan river for a few kms before 
hanging a sharp left, up a few steps and then onto the long climb up to the top of the 
pass. Another 350m of ascent, with plenty of stops on the way to discuss the 
techniques of running up hill. Again the views from the top were amazing. On race day 
the route drops 700m to Glen Davis on the other side of the pass and then retraces its 
steps back to Newnes. As we were time pressed we only descended 200m and then 
headed back to camp. The route back gave us the opportunity to race downhill. Also 
on Jo and Brendan’s insistence we tempo ran the last 3kms. Another soak in the river 
rounded off another tough trail session. Lunch was very welcome after this. 

 
To round out the weekend Jo ran a yoga session which was very well received and 
unfortunately cut short due to a thunderstorm. A quiz brought to an end a very 
enjoyable, informative, fun and tiring weekend. These camps will become more 
common and popular. I recommend trying 
them once. All levels are catered for and the 
encouragement and inclusivity received 
makes for a rewarding experience. 
 
Finally I cannot recommend the GWTM 
weekend enough. It’s a whole weekend of 
racing, hanging out with like-minded people 
and the race hub takes on a real village 
atmosphere. Camp overnight and enjoy the 
Saturday night feed and band. Bring the kids. 
They’ll love the treasure hunt on the 
Saturday. Soak up the atmosphere at the 
finish line, after you have finished, cheering 
on everyone as they cross the line. This for 
me was the best part of last year’s race.  
 
Saturday – 5km Ted English Bolt, Mystery Mountain Dash, Kids Treasure Hunt, Half 
Marathon 
Sunday – Full Marathon – Elite start 8am, Rest of the pack at 10am. 
 
Part 2 – Glow Worm Trail Marathon – Race weekend……..coming in late June 

Mountaintop Yoga Jo 

Brischetto style 
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Kerry Anderson Handicap Time Trial 26 April 2014 

PLACE 
TROTTER 

# 
NAME 

Nett 
Time 

Place By 
Time 

1 621 YOLANDE WALKER 0:49:31 48 

2 548 DAVE HOPKINS 0:53:10 59 

3 17 MARG AURISCH 0:56:12 68 

4 1 KEVIN ANDREWS 0:47:48 39 

5 620 ALISON ALLEN 0:48:48 44 

6 827 ROD TAWYER 0:54:46 63 

7 505 GREG BROWN 0:46:17 31 

8 502 HEIKO SCHAEFER 0:50:49 52 

9 8581 FRANK HODGKINSON 0:43:35 19 

10 822 LUKE W MARTIN 0:46:05 30 

11 760 JO LITTERICK 0:51:28 56 

12 571 TRENT PLAYFORD 0:44:44 27 

13 598 GARY PICKERING 0:42:54 17 

14 804 MARTIN AYRES 0:46:20 32 

15 267 WAYNE DALEY 0:41:12 13 

16 556 CHRIS McINERNEY 0:49:14 45 

17 903 JON FOGARTY 0:53:50 62 

18 909 KIRSTEN AMBLER 0:40:46 10 

19 891 GAVIN FRYER 0:47:01 34 

20 709 JESSICA MITCHELL 0:37:34 4 

21 730 LEVI MARTIN 0:37:40 7 

22 457 KIM COOK 0:41:58 15 

23 486 JO RIDLEY 0:50:49 51 

24 838 CIARAN LYNCH 0:40:47 11 

25 789 YVONNE MATHOT 0:47:50 40 

26 607 JEFF DICK 0:49:27 47 

27 173 MIKE RANDELL 0:41:47 14 

28 690 TOM ROBERTSON 0:39:34 9 

29 8588 CRAIG RANGOTT 0:36:09 3 
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30 908 MATT ROBERTSON 0:42:14 16 

31 207 GREG TEGART 0:52:10 57 

32 483 GRAHAM RIDLEY 0:43:08 18 

33 637 MATT CHAPMAN 0:39:24 8 

34 862 ADAM COUCHMAN 0:51:01 54 

35 912 JOHN HEPWORTH 0:44:32 26 

36 766 ADAM KRANZ 0:37:34 5 

37 258 ADRIAN SMITH 0:46:36 33 

38 658 MARK DUNLOP 0:37:39 6 

39 586 DONNA WHITE 0:55:32 66 

40 660 CHARLIE BROOKS 0:35:20 2 

41 774 SAM SIRILO 0:47:07 35 

42 638 JOE ROLELLA 0:41:10 12 

43 544 CRAIG GUSTARD 0:44:11 24 

44 529 GRAHAM STEELE 0:44:00 22 

45 517 DAVE BYRNES 0:44:01 23 

46 162 TONY MYLAN 0:47:24 37 

47 866 ANDREW LAND 0:34:57 1 

48 352 GRAHAM DAVIS 0:57:50 70 

49 902 MARK DAVIS 0:43:50 21 

50 780 TROY KASTELAN 0:43:37 20 

51 845 KERRY HOPE 0:49:53 50 

52 759 BRUCE LITTERICK 0:49:24 46 

53 43 KEVIN DEAN 0:47:57 42 

54 676 SUZY WOODBURY 0:45:14 28 

55 808 GRAHAM FOWLER 0:51:16 55 

56 677 ROD NORTHEY 0:47:17 36 

57 8585 SHAYNE HILL 0:45:25 29 

58 617 FIONA BLAKEWAY 0:48:27 43 

59 639 DEIRDRE MORAN 0:49:46 49 

60 8583 ANGELLA NICHOLS 0:52:39 58 

61 107 LYNN BROMWICH 0:58:17 71 
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62 886 WARWICK WHITMORE 0:44:16 25 

63 698 TAMMY SHAFER 0:53:20 60 

64 8 STEVE HUGHES 0:50:55 53 

65 557 SABINE BYRNE 0:57:41 69 

66 900 WAL BEMBIC 0:54:56 64 

67 211 ROB WAIT 1:02:42 72 

68 593 STEVE GRAY/EHREN GRAY 0:55:32 65 

69 860 ROSS MARKEY 0:47:41 38 

70 8586 JOSH MARSAY 0:47:55 41 

71 875 PETER BEATON 0:53:27 61 

72 481 TONY COLLINS 1:05:56 73 

73 791 JAMES WRIGHT 0:55:40 67 

74 892 NICK HOWARD   75 

75 8587 KATE ORR 1:10:59 74 

*NOTE: Handicap start/finish times, handicap times and handicap +/- times 
can be seen on the Terrigal Trotters website under results. 

 Kerry Anderson Handicap winners 
 L-R - 1st Yolande Walker  #621, 2nd Dave Hopkins  #548, 3rd  Marg Aurisch  #17 
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 Photos courtesy of Beverly Andrews 
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MILESTONE PRESENTATIONS APRIL 2014 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Trotter #211, Rob Wait 
 800 Runs 

Trotter #494, Mark Rollins 

500 Runs. 

Trotter #345, Lori Baldoni,  
400 Runs 

Trotter #499, Lorraine Cooke  
400 Runs 

Trotter #8, Steve Hughes 
1200 Runs 
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Trotter #580, Dina Batt 
300 Runs 

Trotter #746, Ed Beazley 
100 Runs 

        Trotter #909, Kirsten Ambler 10 Runs 

Trotter #574, Cheryl Nas 
200 Runs 

Trotter #912, John Hepworth 10 Runs 

Presentation photos taken by Adam Couchman 
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Mount Solitary 
Ultra by Michael Miles #734 

 
Located in Sydney’s Blue Mountains 
it is arguably one of the most scenic, 
most varied terrain, and toughest 
bush marathons held in Australia? 

 
Here’s the elevation profile … 
there is a little bit of flat 
running after you come off Mt 
Solitary, but apart from that 
you are either going up or 
down. 
 
Race start was 7am, with registration from 6am. With a long day ahead I set my 
alarm for 3:40 am ! I had my mandatory gear checked by the lovely Judy 
Murray who was helping out as a volunteer. 
It didn’t seem long before we were called for a race briefing. I said hello to a few 
Sydney runners that I knew, found Darren McClellan, the only other Trotter 
doing the race, and we were off. 
 
The first thoughts were “this pack feels really heavy”, and “there are LOTS of 
people ahead of me, shouldn’t I be closer to the front!” Knowing I would like the 
course, I stopped worrying about it and just plodded along, taking my time 
enjoying the day. 
  
After running downhill on a well maintained dirt road for the first 4-5km, it was 
time to hit the bush on a lovely bit of single trail that snaked its way down the 
hill to the river.  
 
With wet feet from the ankle-deep creek I started the Mount Solitary climb, my 
plan being to jog the lower half and walk the top. You really have to see the top 
to appreciate how steep it is. It wasn’t long until I could see people ahead 
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walking and started gaining spots. I passed Darren just before the steepest part 
where, even walking, your heart is jumping out of your chest. 
 
It was good to finally be at the top, the views to the north, towards Katoomba, 
were fantastic. It is quite rough underfoot in this section as the track twists and 
turns through rugged terrain. You need to watch your feet and not be lazy with 
lifting them or you risk a nasty fall. 

 
Passing a few others, I was told 
by some walkers I was in 8th, 
which I doubted, but it sounded 
good. The rough terrain definitely 
slowed a few up, proven as I 
caught up to someone who I 
expected to be top-3 in this race. 
We must have been moving 
slowly, as another two guys 
arrived and we now had a group 
of 5 and we pretty much stayed 
together for the next hour 
agreeing that this pace was 
“sensible” given we weren’t yet at 
half way. 
 

After dropping off the west side of Mount Solitary (where at times you had to 
scramble down on your bum using your hands), the terrain shifted into green 
leafy rain forest with soft earth beneath your feet. The good conditions were 
short-lived and soon we were back to scuttling over the land slide section using 
our hands. I was out of water and stopped to grab a few handfuls from a 
waterfall hoping that would be enough to get me to the one and only aid station 
at 24km. 
 
We were directed up some steps that I have never used before. I figured there 
would be a LOT of steps, but I wanted to see if I could jog all of them. I don’t 
know why, don’t ask! Because I had stopped for a drink I was behind all the 
other guys, but it wasn’t long until I saw them walking ahead and jogged past 
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and they were suitably impressed. I was surprised to not see any of the leaders 
coming down as I was going up but it turns out the guy in third place was not far 
ahead of our group. 
 
Once again the lovely Judy Murray checked that I was carrying my gear. I 
refilled my bladder, had some fruit, a drink and was on my way. I had troubles 
with the steps at Six Foot, so took them steady on the way down, one at a time, 
enjoying views of the three sisters. 
 
At the bottom of the steps it was great running again, with nice muddy puddles 
to slosh through every now and again. I caught up to who I presumed were 4th 
and 5th and we arrived at a gear check point which didn’t take long. From there 
it was down, down, down on a fire trail for quite a while, but I lost 3 places as I 
was going slow downhill. I was sick of going downhill, but eventually I reached 
the second creek and knew it was about an hour to the finish and all uphill. 
 
After a while I could see two guys ahead, with them mostly jogging but walking 
the steep bits I gained some ground. I decided to keep pace with them for a bit 
of company but three soon became two. When it was about 5km to go I tried to 
get a gap on the guy I was with hoping to avoid a sprint finish that I might lose.  
 
With only about 4km to go I saw the 4th placed runner ahead, walking. I saw 
him take a sneaky look. Maybe, just maybe … as much as I would have liked to 
walk, I just kept plodding along. I got to a bit of a straight and there was no sign 
of him, I figured he had made the decision to not let me catch him. The climb 
finally was over, with now less than 2km of running to go with just one small 
hill, and there he was ahead. I was closing. I caught up, said hello, and moved 
ahead. 
 
Very pleased to cross the line just under 5hrs 20min for 4th place. 

 
 

 

Mt Solitary Ultra –  45km – Provisional Results 

Place Male Gun Time First Name Last Name 

4 4 5:19:53 Michael Miles 

23 22 5:53:41 Darren McClellan 

28 26 6:00:37 Marc Person 
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Wondabyne to Woy Woy via Pindar Cave run - Easter Monday 21 April   2014 

ANZAC Day run 2014 

Photos courtesy of Ciaran Lynch, Dave Byrnes 
and Bruce Litterick 

Photos courtesy of Dave 
Byrnes 


